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FINISHES AVAILABLE IN HARDWARE AND ELECTRICAL 

01/PB Polished Brass
Warm, traditional and opulent. 

02/PC Polished Chrome
A bold and contemporary finish with a mirror effect.

03/SC Satin Chrome
The brush marks create a modern matt finish which is less 
prone to finger marks than polished finishes.

44/SB Satin Brass
A modern alternative to traditional Polished Brass, this 
brushed texture beautifully mellows the colour of solid brass.

05/SN Satin Nickel
The honeyed grey tone created by brushed nickel plating on 
brass provides a warmer alternative to Satin Chrome.

08/PN Polished Nickel
This reflective finish with a subtle golden hue creates a warmer 
alternative to Polished Chrome.

91/AT Antique Brass
A variation on brass which retains warmth but adds maturity 
by highlighting a spectrum of shades.

09/MB Matt Bronze 
A rich finish with a hint of chocolate colouring proves popular 
in both traditional and contemporary interiors.

BK Matt Black
A sleek and contemporary powder coated finish.

75/SR Satin Rose Gold
A luxurious rose tint created by applying matt copper plating 
over solid brass.

FINISHES AVAILABLE IN ELECTRICAL ONLY

AP Aged Pewter 
This matt grey finish with brush texture provides a tonal 
midway point between Satin Nickel and Satin Black Nickel.

06 Polished Black Nickel
A highly reflective finish created by adding black dye to 
polished nickel plating.

66 Satin Black Nickel
A semi gloss finish with brush texture creating a softer 
alternative to Polished Black Nickel.

RB Rustic Brass
This striking hand created mottled finish highlights a range of 
brass shades creating an aged rustic appearance.  

RN Rustic Nickel
This striking hand created mottled finish highlights a range of 
nickel shades creating an aged rustic appearance.  

RC Rustic Copper
This unique hand created mottled finish highlights a range of 
copper shades creating an aged rustic appearance.

GL Gloss White 
A luxuriously silky finish created by applying high quality paint 
to solid brass plates and sealing with a gloss lacquer.

WH Matt White
A fresh and minimal powder coated finish.

PW Paintable Primed White
Finished with high quality white primer, these plates can be 
painted to meet specific colour requirements.

FINISHES
At Heritage Brass we are proud to offer an ever growing variety of high quality finishes on solid brass. Match all fittings with a finish 
available across door & cabinet hardware and electrical accessories or choose a specialist finish available in electrical accessories only. 
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Polished Chrome Y02PRODUCT RANGE

Create a cohesive look throughout your space with our expansive variety of designs and matching finishes across Door 
Hardware, Cabinet Hardware and Electrical Accessories. Whether opting for traditional or contemporary detailing, minimal 
fittings or bold accents, Heritage Brass products provide a final touch of elegance to any interior. 

Door Hardware Cabinet Hardware Electrical Accessories

A complete range of coordinated 
products including decorative door 
handles, matching escutcheons and 

hinges, elegant window hardware and 
striking front door furniture.

Elevate your kitchen, bedroom, and 
bathroom cabinetry with our extensive 
collection of cabinet pulls, cup handles 
and knobs that can be matched with 
your door hardware and electrical 

accessories.

A full suite of decorative wiring 
accessories for residential, commercial 

and hospitality developments. Our 
bespoke manufacturing facility enables 

creation of customized plates. 
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SOHO COLLECTION
Inspired by contemporary industrial décor, the Soho Collection 

comprises of cabinet pull handles and cabinet knobs on 
rectangular and square plates. Designed to create a striking 
feature, these fittings are bold, impactful, and eye-catching 

whether used in the kitchen, living spaces or bathrooms. Select 
from a range of finishes to match your décor and create a space 

for luxury living.
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GET THE LOOK

SQ3884
Disc Knurled Cabinet Knob On Square Backplate
Finish: Matt Bronze
Sizes: 32mm

PL4458
Knurled Cabinet Pull Handle with Plate
Finish: Matt Bronze
CTC lengths: 96mm, 128mm, 160mm

W09
Winchester Range in Matt Bronze
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HAMMERED COLLECTION

Intentionally imperfect and expertly crafted by hand,  each piece 
of the Hammered Cabinet Hardware Collection is entirely 

unique with a beaten surface that captures the light exquisitely. 
Bringing an organic texture into living spaces, the cabinet 

hardware works exceptionally well with sleek cupboards to add 
depth and a distinctive difference into interiors.
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GET THE LOOK

Y91
Studio Range in Antique Brass

C3386
Rectangular Hammered Cabinet Knob
Finish: Antique Brass
Sizes: 41mm, 47mm

C4525
Hammered Wide Metro Cabinet Pull
Finish: Antique Brass
CTC lengths: 101mm, 128mm, 160mm, 192mm
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SLEEK SATIN NICKEL 
Versatile and timless, Satin Nickel finish was used throughout 

this family home to achieve a sleek and sophisticated feel. With 
its honeyed grey tone, the finish closely matches the warming 
shades found within the marble surfaces and sits harmoniously 
with the white cabinetry whilst providing a contrasting accent 

against the navy blue cabinetry.

Photographed by Claudie Strydom
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C0333
Deco Cabinet Knob
Finish: Satin Nickel
Sizes: 32mm

C0334
Deco Cabinet Pull Handle
Finish: Satin Nickel
CTC lengths: 96mm, 128mm, 160mm, 203mm, 254mm

Y05
Studio Range in Satin Nickel

GET THE LOOK
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SATIN ROSE GOLD
Traditionally used in jewellery, blending gold with copper creates a rosy red tint. We created a similar appearance by applying Matt 
Copper plating over brass, resulting in a Rose Gold finish that adds a touch of warmth and luxury to the space.  As seen here, this 
plush finish has been used across the marbled kitchen, working seamlessly with the copper brassware and industrial style pendants.

Photographed by Claudie Strydom
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C0337
Metro Cabinet Pull Handle

X75
Vintage Range in Satin Copper
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THE BEAUTY OF BRASS

Whether opting for Polished, Satin, Antique or Rustic Brass, all 
variations of this versatile material retain a warm and inviting 

character.  Antique Brass provides a golden hue and brings 
refined traditional elegance into the modern interior.  Visually 

striking, Rustic Brass, offers a distressed look helping to create an 
organic aged style. Satin Brass pairs exquisitely with a vast array 

of colours creating a bold and opulent statement.

Photographed by Claudie Strydom
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GET THE LOOK
C2240
Victorian Round Cabinet Knob with Base
Finish: Antique Brass
Sizes: 25mm, 32mm, 38mm, 48mm

CEN1924-AT
Century Door Handle on Round Rose
Finish: Antique Brass

XRB
Vintage Range in Rustic BrassDesigned and photographed by

 Stephen Faulkes @thelondontownhouse 
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C0345
Apollo Cabinet Pull Handle

Finish: Satin Brass
Sizes: 96mm, 128mm, 160mm, 203mm, 256mm

Designed by Sustainable Kitchens
Photographed by Lukonic 
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C3958 
Ridge Cabinet Knob with Base
Finish: Satin Brass
Sizes: 25mm, 32mm, 38mm, 48mm
UK Registered Design Number 6194410

V4411
Step Cabinet Pull Handle with Circular Rose
Finish: Satin Brass
Sizes: 96mm, 128mm, 160mm

Y44
Studio Range in Satin Brass
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Adding depth and character to decor schemes, our powder 
coated Matt Black finish delivers a consistently deep black hue 

with a tactile, fingerprint resistant surface. From the classic 
monochromatic look to darker more dramatic homes, black is a 
favoured finish in the interior design world. Bringing a wonderful 

contrast to a wide array of interiors, the stylish and timeless 
aesthetic of Matt Black has the power to turn rooms into 

spectacular schemes, allowing homeowners the ability to make a 
bold impact in kitchens, bedrooms and beyond.

BOLD MATT BLACK

XBK
Vintage Range in Matt Black

C0312
Bauhaus Cabinet Pull

C2766 Military Cabinet Drawer Pull 
C2768 Deco Cabinet Drawer Pull 
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Designed by Studio YpsilonDesigned by Studio Ypsilon
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Heritage Brass is the market leading brand of M. Marcus, an industr y leading, family-run, 
manufacturer of luxury brass door hardware and electrical wiring accessories. Founded in 1940 

at ‘Ironmongers Row’ in East London, M. Marcus has over 80 years of exper tise in creating 
durable solid brass products, celebrating true craftsmanship. At M. Marcus we understand that 

each interior has its own story and character. With this in mind we aim to offer door hardware, 
cabinet hardware and electrical accessories in a variety of designs and finishes to suit all projects.

 ABOUT M. MARCUS

Heritage Brass LLC represents M. Marcus Ltd. in the UAE and in the wider GCC market. We 
are a leading supplier catering to residential, hospitality, retail and commercial projects. Heritage 

Brass electrical accessories are unique premium products, incorporating reliable and branded 
electrical components ensuring top most quality and safety. Our switches and sockets are 

complemented by our vast and elegant collection of cabinet and door hardware, available in a 
range of designs, finishes and textures. 

 ABOUT HERITAGE BRASS BUILDING MATERIALS TRADING LLC
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M. Marcus Ltd.
Unit 7 Narrowboat Way, Dudley, DY2 0XQ, England

Telephone: +44 1384 457 900
Email: info@m-marcus.com

Website: www.heritagebrass-uae.com
            : @heritagebrass

      : @heritagebrassaccessories

UAE Showroom
Office 901, Metropolis Tower, Business Bay, Dubai, UAE

Telephone: +971 (0) 43559265
Mobile: +971 55 629 8028

Email: office@heritagebrass-uae.com


